
To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wOlves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood Natjonal 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, ~ost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical steP in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personaltw your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissio1~ers 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recbvery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wdlfrecovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have see:q in Oregon so far, and adopt managCment plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves li~e 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood th~t emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe~ native food 
chains. . 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pen1onallY.e yuur letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for -wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

1 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succesaful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon sO·far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
Ftfm: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
ForestJ · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the reboun\i, wolf recovery . 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succeseful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the C~es to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, end adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen t).ative food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity end ecoeyst(ml health on our public 
lands. 

Peraonalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From; (Name/ad,dresa/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fotestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state ere on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bareiy begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascade19. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succesaful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Caacades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon oo fer, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increa.siilg road-le88 areas end protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diveral:ty and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize }'(!ur let:tm" below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From; {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on ·the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build ort the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas ilnd protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for worldng for greater biological diversity and ecosystem. health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Com.issioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf poplilations in the eastern part of the state are on' the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar-Cly begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon s,o far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. , · 

Thank you fpr working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Ptlrsonalire your letlt!r below: 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

Mr Gurdon E Williams 
9935 S.E. Grant Ct 
Porlland, OR 97216-2643 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is~ critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. rJ:ood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands. 

~your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of 1he Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon.. I urge you to b~ild on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, arid adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize yo'ur letter below; 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the easteni part o'r the state are on the rebound, wolf· recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action .bY ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood Nati010al Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/ address/phone number) 
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I i;>Upport protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deep¢r into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to bUild on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and id.opt management plans for .-;rvtt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 

chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and eco~ystem health on our public 

lands. 

Perso~ your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the stS.te are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strcing 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. . 

Wolf recovery :in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build oi1 the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize youi:-tetter bclow: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/B..ddress/phone number) 
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I support protecticins and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the stat.e, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-'7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 

. have seen in Oregon so far, ang,.atlJrpt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas ap.d proVectioils for riparian areas to strengthen native food 

chains. / 

Thank,youzor workll ,~r~r grea/e'r biological diversity and eco~ystem health on our public 
· _ lands. 
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To: ODFW ComisB.ioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections end recovccy plane for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eaStem part of the state arC on-tl;te rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has-barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succesafu.l recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Caacadea to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I W'ge you to build on ili.e success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity end ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PenonaUze your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
Froni: (Name/address/phone number) 

~~ Sr'JA/<vvJ r!J#?; it"~ = =~ :P-~ ?~z r ~ 
I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
through0ut the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living e'S.st of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fOr Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

,, 
Thank you for worldng for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. · 

Perwnalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the st.ate are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt Hood National Forest is a critical step in e~tablishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native fpod 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone num~er) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of theii historical range in OR has ba:r;ely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lpiown wolves in ¢.e state, almost all of them living ei:lat of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovety irt Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and e~·osystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

- ,,,c:-- I "7JrfJ!"C::-· /'t/,f? W6~ ·. 



I support protections and recovery p,lans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range; in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 lmown wolves_ in the state, almost all of them living east of fhe Cascades., Strong
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hqod National Forest as wolves like 
QR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood Na1;ional Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon, I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to .·strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands, 

PereonaJ.lt,e yuur letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protectiohs and recovery plans for wolves and wolf_habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest\ 

While wolf poi)ulations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begon. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living e~st of the CaScades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Ca~cades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Ho()d National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to bµild on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road~less areas and protections for riparian areas' to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you fOr working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. ' 

Pcroonali>:e your letter below; 
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To; ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nam;(.ad~ess/phone number) 

lT. f. ~ ,J; .Q___ 

I S\J '?, Al E: '--! 11:c ~'(_ 
c,,+c,0 Qas ~C\ZJ " 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf popUlations in ~e eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find sui~Eible habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout tile Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

'fhank you for working-for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize }'-Our letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

-~ . 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. ~trong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolVes like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical ste·p in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build_ on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-leSs areas and protections fol'.. ripariwi. areas to, strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for gre.:ater biological diversity and ec?system health on our public 
lands. ' 

Personalize your letter below: 

f>v-o~cl-- -k~VQJ.-'. 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From; (Name/address/phone number) 

~ f:_ "f ~7)~~Lc, fo ::; -l}Cf'H;i =ii;,r" '-" ~ _s 
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I support protection$ and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat m Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf -p'opclations in the ea&tero Part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest ~s wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper.,into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen iri Oregon so far, and adopt ~anagement plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 

chains .. 

Thank you for working for ~eater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our p~blic 
lands. 

Pereonaliu your letwr below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! ' , 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout th.e whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 kn, own wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
,action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Ca.scades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of Wolves throughoU.t the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans .for Mt. Hood that emphasize. 
increasing road-less areas and proteCtions for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pereonalim your letwr below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
FroaqName/address/phone num.-ber) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt Hood National 
Fores ti · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 Im own wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
.action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the C8:8cades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughoU.t t:µe Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans.for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comis,sioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and·recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf popillations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bt¥"ely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 knoWn wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
actioµ by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and QR.:.25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establlshing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fo'r Mt,_ Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank yoµ for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PersonalWe your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

ff\:i_:{t/!J,ft.';i,~ ~_Jl 
f_tf';;ij.i f\_;(; 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, w'olfrecov:ery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. H9od that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you fOr working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

P,.,rsorielize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Naine/addrcss/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovecy 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR hes barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state. almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure aucceNful recovecy in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 ventUre deeper into the Caacadea to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fol- Mt. Hood that emphasize 
irlcreasing road-less areas end protcction.8 for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you fbr working for greater 'biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pel1tanalize your letter bclaw: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone nu~ber) 

c:-J b a n ~ 01ci_ ~'h le..._,,; 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
.action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Fm;est as wolves like 
OR-7 and OFl-25 venture deeper into the Ca,scades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves tlrroughollt the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans -for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/pp.one number) 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves 8.nd wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

/1. 
(§l 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun .. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the st11te, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, aq.d adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
iµcreasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personallile your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissionera 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. flood National 
Forest! 

While woH populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery · 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR baa barely begun. As you know, there 
ere 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succeaaful recoveJY in Mt. Hood N~tional Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Caacadca to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the sUccess that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian area.a to strengthen native food 
chehts. 

Thank you for working for greater biological divendty and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PeraoneliM your letter below: • 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern. part of the state arc on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succcuful rccovccy in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Caacades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recqvery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seeµ in Oreg~ so far, and adopt management plana.for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for wot.king for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands . 

Peraonalli!e your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
Ft:Qip: {~~e/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and woU habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AB you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood Nation-al Forest as wolv¢s like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalfae your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living ea'st of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populatidns of wolves throughout the Oregon. I Urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protectJ.ons for· riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for gre~ter biological diversity and ecOsystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To; ODFW Coroissioners 
From: {Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wOlves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! ' 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and eCosystem health on our public 

lands. j Cl "--.. /) 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wOlves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODF'llV can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovexy in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical steP in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: _ _s:;{:J-t:_,. :e_ 



To: ODFW ComissionerS 

"~ 

I support protections and recovery plans for wOlves and wolf habitat in Mt Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the easter:n part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
· throughout the whole of their histo-rical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 

are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the CasCades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas-and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Person oJiie your letter below: 

fl...__ . .,,__,_________._ 
t~.______,. __ 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR bas barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 

. OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge )rou to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your Jettei: below: /v, UJ<7-c1//~ __ /~ 



To: ODFW Comissloners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest\ 

_ While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the. rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful rccovecy in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on th~ success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

· : lands. Ll ()~ 
<~~~ Y Pers011.1ilize your letter be! w: . 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone n~mber) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood ·National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in th'e eastern part of the state are on .the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living e8.st Of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and. OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat, 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so.far, a,nd adopt management plans for Mt Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for rip¢an areas to strengthen; native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversi1;y and ecosystem heal, th on our public 
lands; 

Personalize your letter below: 

,,., 



I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wo)f habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf popUlations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can, ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . 

Thank you for working for grCater·biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your Jetter below; 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

C<; i J·l c" Cii 'TOY I; 
S (,/ S Ile 0 e. ln,0·1" .l I· 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf popillatioris in the eastern. part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar~y begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wOlves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODfW can ensure successful recovery ip. Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 .and OR-25 venture deeper inio the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovecy in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so fE)r, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

\ 

Thank you for working for gr.eater biological diversity and ec;osystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letlt!r below: 

,-, ) 
L/' ~ ( -

/ [ '> ' 
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To: ODFW Comissionera 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

/(.tJ:...vO-v\_ L_i!_,,_.._;;i;'.;> 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf popUlations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovCry 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper intO the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step ID establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on fue success that we 
have seen in Oregoh so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Person.afu..e your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone nU.mber) 

--r;,t,i.1/ I J KCV/.4 
IF'V'F]) r.=01, 
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rPJ '7'J-'5' 72.Jl. 

I support protectionS and recove:ry plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf popUlations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recoVery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the statC, almost all of them living east of fue Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture dee~er into. the Cascades to find sU.itable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is" a critical step n;_ establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you·to i:n.i.ild on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fcir Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas. and protections for riparian areas to strengthen nativi: food 
chains. · · 

Thank you fur working fur greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our Public 
lands. 

Perl!OI!.alize your letter below: 



[ 
I, 

To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 

\-:>o;:4-\L,~ ~'~'"""~ 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebou,nd, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 laiown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the CS.scad.es, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishihg healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less an:ias and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biologi.cal diversity end ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pe~ yaw letter bclow: 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wo1f habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest\ 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge :You to bUild on the ·success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for.'Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. " 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~··"" i rJl, ,1,,,, .,!)_, .. /1 /£,L11) Per~alizc your is~1/./l/tY /~ ' ;J7 



To: ODFW ComissionerS 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery.plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begUn. A.s you kn.ow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolyes like 
OR-7 and OR-25 v_enture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitaL 

Wolf recovery in Mt, Hood National Forest is a critical step in est:ahlishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that ep:iphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater· biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~* ~ C:·" 

PmlOiializ.e your letter below: 

~-1;r;·· )! ~4 //" 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

/""", t.-i:Src J'fu,,r,,J-· 
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flune: 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf hiibitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on fue rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begUn. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east Of the.Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in ~stablishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for .Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas fu strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecoSystem heelth on our public 
lands. 

~~k*~· 
;P'PerRonali2e your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
FrOm: (Nam'tf address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFVl can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urgC you to build on the success tha.t we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protection& for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Peraonalb'.e YQU1' letter belaw: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/addr!"'lss/phorie number) 

[(e.,':J<ccc°' \__,,w,s 
~D~"jrA"~--; ~l
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I supp9rt protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest\ · 

While wolf populations in the eastern pert of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole df their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east Of the Cascades. Strong 
.action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hooq. National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the C8:5cades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you Ior working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your let¥:r below: 

14~~ 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

Chris M v-row 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves snd wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begUn. As you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
.action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Fqrest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR~25 venture deeper into the Ca_scades to find suitiible habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step. in establishing healthy 
populatio;iis of wolves throughoU.t the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. '/" . . 

~/,v~ 

Penonelize yout letter below: 

'Foi ODFW-Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 

/am,· ,/4A,'-.l<". VJ.,.///.PJ?;;f'-1z t}- f\-v10ng.-y fN'4r:<4/f: 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
For(/stl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, elmost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

~ 'r . '*3-: 
Per&lnllliu your letter below; 

i 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

c6"'\ 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt, Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succe!ssful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture <J_eeper ~to the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge :You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health O:fl- our public 
lands. 

~""~ . ~ '?. / ~yourle ~ ~~ 
' '· 

To: ODFW Comissionel·s 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastezn part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their hist0-rical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
actiorl by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populatio11s of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lan-ds. 

~o,.I!· pr, ~ ' (t" ~ tA-----i 1'.Y'-v'-) 
PttSOllaliu your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt.. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
· throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 

are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper inPl the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical ,step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for w. 
lands, 

( 

g for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

~--------·--

To: ODFW Oomissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number} 
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I support protections and rei;::overy plans for wolves wid wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the ~rhole of their historical tange in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful :recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood Niitional Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt.. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
cl;lains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

;,::."' ~------~ ~·· 
:Fei'801ialize your letter below, 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades-to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge :You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that Cmphasize 
increl'tsing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on o'ur public 
lands. 

c;;:~.·"' 
)'PeiAl>Jiatlze your letter below; 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations irt the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwqlves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for :Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' 

Thank you for working for gi;ea,ter biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands. ~ <,JP;, ~ , · 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, Woll recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing hei;tlthy. 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

. Thank .. yo~u fo. c wo. rking for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
· lands. ~ _,,---
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To: ODFW Cornissionei·s 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and rec_overy plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of fueir historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 kno"wn wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and 0R·25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of waives throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas end protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

. : :~ :u foe w~/ biological div&sity and ecosystem health on om public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nrune/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you k:µow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 end OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout'. the Oregon. I urge ,You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengtheri native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

·.1ands. -(aL 
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To: ODFW Coru.ie,sfoners 
From: (Naroe/addret~s/phone ~l.UDb~l 
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I suwort protectiot1.;; wr:!td rccovel'Y plmns iOr v1olvca a.rid wolf habitat in Mt. Hood. National 
Forest! 

While wolf popula:!ion~ i;:1 th~~ e~1stern. part {){the ~:t.flte are on the rebound, ;volf recove1y 
throughout the whole oftheis hil!:itC·rical :rr:111ge- in. OR has barely begun. As you. know, there 
are 77 knovm ,·•1d[v(~··, in fr:(: c;U)!~, a'l:mo:'>t aH. of the:rn living t:£i..'!>t of the Ca~tc~1d.ea. Strong 
action by ODF'\iV r::Bn ,-:,-1:.<tff~ fa."cu.x-:.:.,~-.r1~1 rto>.C.DY~r::r in M.L Hoed National. Fo!·est as i.:vuhres like 
OR-7 and OR-2.!:) veni:i,11·c: d<'.'l''/'.'<O;r .i .. utn t}Je (..,:,:-Jr.:ade:c; w fi1v1 Buitablc habitBt. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. flood Nationcl Forest is a cdtics] sti;.p in establishin_g h.ealthy 
pop1.1lations of ·woJ_'\ms thn:J-HZh'"rt~1 i.'."l(' O'Flf'~':'l'.1, I ur::i;c') t.n 1c-l1lld on the su1~ceas that we 
have seerr it1 Oregon oo fur, and .f1_.i:Jc;.•:. m1u1-..g<Gru.enL i:Or- Mt. Hood that emphasi1..e 
increas.ing :road~less £l.:n~&s a.t11.i p'-ot,~(tionn for riparian ureaa to atrengthen nati.ve food 
chains. 

Tha11k you for 'W!'.rr1':'n;·; fo·r i\"r':-":1;1"-r 1:.:01_Dg:ir.:F.,\ diver:'1.ity ft.Xir1 l~i;;o"'y~te1n_ health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissiunf!rs 
From: {Name/ address/phone numher) 
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I support protl~G'tiJJfll!l rn;id recovery pIBns for '>Volve™ and wolf habitat in t1t. Hood National 
Forest! 

"While wolf popula:t.i1:l>D"- in the east.er.i:1 p:art of the state 51J<' on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout U~e ,,_.·l,o1(;"; o:f their h.i:oito:d.c~_j_ :rar:.-g~~ in OR haB IJ<i\.r1;;ly begun. As yoL~ know, there 
are 77 knoW'll Wt'1v1.~3 Jn t.1te srtattc, e)m-ost all oftht:m 1iv:'~'-:i!, l'.':"11.!lt >:lfthii:\ Caacad0s. Strong 
action by O:IJ:f?V,/ -;,2n :~ns1.n·.e ~~ucci:_<i&ful re<~olltt':t'J iu ML Hood Ni;,:llonr:tl Forest as ·wolves like 
OR-7 and OR--25 ,ren:tu_n'; de.eper into th<; Cr-~'l!cudes to f.1nd euit:abl.e habitat. 

Wolf recovery in 3'1t. :Hood Nuticn&l F.:n·et0t is a critical step in eataW.i.roh{ng hefilt.hy 
populations of-w-.:.'h"f"S tl-i1"ong'nnut -!;lot<\- 0Tl':1,iXOn, ? u:r;.~e: }'('u to 'bu.Cd on the. <rnccess that we 
have seen :h;. 0-regt>l'.'J. t1{1 far, and ·c1(kpt n'le.:.;..ag.'r.ttle:nt plans for Mt, Hood ihat emphasi'l'..e 
increasing road-less a!"eaa and _protectiona for riparian. areas ti[) strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you frrt 'Norki.ng fo.1· :!Vei1tcr 'bio!ngica1 di.·,~r:.i.iiy Find !?',,··.~isyc.tn:i:i. hc1:i.lth on our public 
lands. / 
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<C;<~p~~=-cOC~· · you:r ~t'..C.'f t~~Jo:w. 
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To: ODFW Cornissioners 
From: (N1une/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wo~ves and wolf habitat in M~. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you -know:, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood, National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy , 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far; and_ adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to &trengthen native food 
chain$, 

Th~ you for working for greater biological qiversity and ecosystem health on ou,r public 
lands. 

Personalize' your letter below: 
~,~'/L~ 



To: ODFW Co:triis!!lionern 
l<"'rom: {Name/address/phone nurD.h;,;,i:') 
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I support protec 1
: .:;,nm w:1d 1·ecovery pla:ns for "'1.'olvem and wulfhabitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf popuJ;;:it:io:ns in thn eruite:m. p~,_r! of th(~ state :are on. the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole ofthei.r h:istodcrQ renge in OR has barely begu.n. As you lmow, there 
are 77 k:no·wn wolves in the flt.ate., atru.O!:'.t all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by O.DFW can ensw:e 1SUC1.,"'e:9Bful Ptcoveiy in AIJ:t Hood National Forest as wolves like 
DR-7 and OR-25 venture dee~,i- into th~: Ca1icades to find a:uiW.ble habitat. 

Wolf recovery in 1\-lt. Hood Nt'Ltion.al Forest it: a critical stt.'1} in establishing h11mlthy 
populati.onu of 111~:-l'·,~ee thn:•urt~1 C>\lt the On::gon. ! :.u;;;; }";ou to bu.ikl tJ:tl the succ(-;SS that ·we 
have seen in Oregm-:>. so f&J", ,a~.1d C"<·:l-:"}'l. Jnane.geruent plans fo:r M'.t. Hood t11.s.t einphasi.7..e 
increasing road+leBH area.a ru1d proti;~ctions ioT Iip•-l.riB..11 .areas to strength.en native food 
chains. 

Thank you for ".V0rl.-jng for g.·~;.a.ter bio1.off).ca1 d"ive:rsity ru:vl 1~C:f,t':iyster:n. heal.th on our public 
lands. 

~:,,,, •. ~"'" 
~rsanilllz~ your lmt:lll:C 1":0.ow: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

/i..ve.f--t ::r:; UJll>::Or' 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the w:Q.ole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living eci.st of the Cascades .. Strong 
nction by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture_ deeper inro" the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throug4out the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seerl in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protectjons for riparian areas to strengthen native fopd 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecOsystem health on our Public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Na.me/address/phone number) 

ti] 1111wh ?nm 
KIS St: 411, h -lh1f, 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood Jiational 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the ea, Stem part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you J:.mow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in .establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen i,n Oregon r:io far, and ~t management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
~ ' -----
Thank you for working for greater biological i;liversity and ecosySteip. healtl;i on our public 

lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
thrciughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 7i known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR~25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

WoJf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and eCosystem health on our public 
lands, 

Perlj(}niillze your lettel' bdow: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

f;J,1ar hffl1_ \?i~11CJ¥M>W\ 
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I support Protections and r~covery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all .of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hooq that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to ~trengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize Your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbei:) 

Nr .. f~o/o.c., .)q_r1~1 
IC/rJC:, /\If: -r1-r1·1 f\v .... 
V11rf lr1o.--:J, OR __ 912.L; 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recov:e:ry 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bately begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery- in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PerS<Jnlllize YoUI letter bolow: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
Frorii: {Name/address/phone.number) 
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I aupport protections and recovecy plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti . 

While wolf populations in the eastern parj: of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical rangei in OR has barely begun. As you know, there. 
are 77 kn6wn wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strorig. . _ · 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recoverjr in Mt:· Hood Nati.Ona! Forest ~s !wolveS: iikb. 
OR:_ 7 and OR-25 venture deeper futo· the Cascades to. find suitable h.al;iitat. ·· 

WOlf recovery in Mt. H'nod National Forest is a critical step iii establishing he01-µiy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success thilt we 
~ave seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emp:J;tasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
Ian4s. 

Personallre your lelter beloW: 

To: onFW Comissioners 
Fro:ill: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plan~ for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf popillations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole pf their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there· 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into th~ Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery_ in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
'cha:b:Ls. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our pUblic 
lands. 

Peraonell,ze your letter belDW: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovefy plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range ip OR has barely begUn. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in llie state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National F~rest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to bu!ld on the sticcess that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen·native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for gre~ter biological diversity and ecosystem health on nqr Public 
lands. · 

Personalize your Jetter bclow: 

I~ 
'"-

To: ODFW Comissioners 
Nrune/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout t.he whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can eitsure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into thy Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populatibns of wolves throughout the Oregon. I·urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personafu'e your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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. I support protection~ and recovery plans for wolves and wolf h~bi1:at in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf popUlatipns in the eastern part of the,.state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves.like 
OR-7 1tlld OR-25 venture de~er into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughOut the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less 'areas and prot,.ections for riparian areas to strengthen native tOod 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. · 

PersonelW:i your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
Fromi (Name/ ~ess/phone number) 

i~~ ~''tL~ 

~~~HA~· oe:=\~!9\~,UMA 
I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf popillations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range-in OR has barely begun. As you knOW, there 
aie 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

WolfrecOvery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wplves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon m far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood t4at emphasize 
incr~asing; road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you fur workitlg for greater biological diversity. and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/ address/phone number) 

SFl,NC,\J!L N•pN\<_\ 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolfh~bitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf popillations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture cj.eeper

1

into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is" a crlti£W.st~ in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I vrge you to build on. the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management 171an1:1 for Mt: Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparif11 areas to strengthen native food 

chains. l / 
Thank you for working for great):ological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. .-- , 

\ I 
,/ 

Perwoalize your letter below: __,,.,.. '-~ 
, ' ' 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) · 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves· and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf popUlations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range fu. OR has barcly begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovCry in Mt. Hooi;l. National Forest as wolyes like 
O:JZ-7 and OR-25 v~nture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step~ establishing he~thy 
populatiorts. of wolves througQout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the .success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas arid protections for 'riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains .. 

Thank you for work.ing for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your lette~ below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
Froin:" {Name/address/phone number) 

L,.<:i Lu_ ~" k-
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 Jmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
.action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Fqrest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Ca.scad.es to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughoUt the Oregon. I urge you to build on the svccess that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and pTotections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Per!iOtUllli.e your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nrune/adtlress/phone number) 

-= -"!!:-), )(ji,./5 &_1 ~ 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the ·eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throµghout the whol~ of their historical rang~ in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost aJ1 of them living eitst of the Cascades. Strong
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery iµ Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitab)e habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood :t>lational Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy_ 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far,, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian area~ to strengthen native food 
chains. ' 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ec~system health on our public 
lands. 

Pemonalim your letter below: 



,({!_,/vL(-..;_;,· 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
,action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughoUt the Oregon, I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans -for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Per81'.1nallze your letter bl,l}ow: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

J :[VLo ~-J , lfl· '~u.'.e@U0 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

Whije wolf popu.lations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
.action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Ca.scades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populatibns ofwolv~s throughoUt the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that-we 
have seen in Oreg;on so far, and adopt management plans -for_ Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road~less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diver~ty and e9osystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Narpf/address/phone number) 
M., t',,,J,,, 
·~1 ·tlli ~~fl~ ( :; tJ '132t.S 

.. 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolveS and wolf hab~tat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eaStem part of the state are on the reb9und, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole Of their historical range in OR has· barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lniown wolves in the sta'te, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW call ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 apd OR-25 venture deeper intO" the Cascades to find suitable hab,itat. 

Wolf recovery :iri. Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for M{ Hood that emphas:izC 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen niltive food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for grea-u;r biological diver.sity and ec9system health on our public 
lands. · ' 

Peroonalize your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

Wmch1 Ned') 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wo~ habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf popillf.I-tlons in the eastern part of the state are on the reb~d, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range iri OR has barely begUU. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
acti9n by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest·as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 verlture deeper into pte Cascades to find suitable habitat. · 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughout the Gregori. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and prote.ctions for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and-eqosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pcrsonellre your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat iil Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf popi.tlations in the eastem part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begt1n. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost ell of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into fue Cascades to find suitable P.abitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing health;y 
populations ofwolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that empqasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity.and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Piirl!Ollalize your lett« below; 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! ' ' 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begUn. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the-state, almost ell of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood 'National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to fiiid suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy. 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you 'to build on the success that we 
ha Ve seen in Oreg On so far, and adopt management plans fo~ Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less area.ij and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank y1Pu for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lartds. 

Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numher) 
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I support protections and recovery plans fOr wolves and wolJ'.habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lrnow, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood N"ational Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper int~ the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National F0rest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt n1w1agement p1ans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native. food 

chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. ' 

Peniona&e your letter below; 

I support protections· and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fore)it! 

While wolf populatiolls in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recoVery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less area.a and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public. 
lands. 

Personallm yaur fotter below: 



I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern pert of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
,action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the ~cades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughoUt the Oregon. I urge you to build on. the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt manB.gement plans-for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working fOr greater biological diver;nty and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

,;gt' w 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

'-I u 1,011 1,1 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern pert of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living eibt of the Cascades. Strong 

, action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the CEl;Scades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughoUt the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans -for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less a,reas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

~~you for worfilng for ~~Iow~w 7•rj;;:~•w~public 
Peroonalize your letter below: "U 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun, As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, ahnost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest aS wolves like 
OR-7 ru1d OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout·the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your Jetter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nrune/ address/phone number) 

;Jessi Cll. M1wtin 
l'B'lS N-i; JiZ"'J a/ve. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the ea.stern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lutown wo,lves in th~ state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. :Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 vent;ure deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in O.regon so far, and adopt management plans for:.Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas .to strengthen native food 
chains. ' 

Thank you for working for greater biologibal diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your !ettt'}i: below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

!bf!J~4~~i 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lrnown wolves in the state, ahnost all of them living east of the Cascades. 81.Tong 
action by ODFW can ensure sucbessful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 

\Q$., 01S<o,~4\b 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughotlt the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of "Uiem living east of the Cascades. &trong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolfrecover.Y in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seln in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fo'r Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem he;alth on our public 
lands. ~ 

Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address(phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat ,in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical rangi;: in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the CasCades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the ~uccess that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. 1-lood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and prote.ctions fOr riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pen!onlll!m your letter below; 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/aP,dre~s/phone number) 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest[ · 

While wolf populations in the ,eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout ~e whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, th~re 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
.action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolftecovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populatiop.s of wolves throughoUt the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 

chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
~"}"'. : (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastem part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
.action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the CR!!'cades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughollt the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans.for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
challis. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diver~ity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize yow: letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

bt0~11~y~ 0 3 i ' ""miJ~ 
_j3)v'fl/,,,J o: 0721~ 
I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historicaj range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lrnown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step it} establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less area,s and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
challis. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ec'osystem health on our public 
Janda. ' 

Penwruillze your le~ below: 

~ ~-160---·· 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protectiohs and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern pert of the state are on the 1'ebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their hiStorlcal range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cas,cades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Foiest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper-into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personal.IY.e Yt>lll" letter below: 

I support protections and r~covery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 kh.own wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon 1,10 far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasiZe 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for worki_ng for greater biological diversity and ecosjrstem health on our public 
lands, 

.ow: 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolveo and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern pert of the .state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lrnow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all ·or them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical steP in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seCn in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 

chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on o'ur public 

lands. 

Person~ your letter below: 
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To: ODFW ComissioriCrs 
From: {Name/address/phone number} 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in.the eastern part of the stat.e are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolv~s in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf reOOvery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecbsystem health on our public 
lands. 

~naliz>eyourletter below. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wOlves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
ere 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that empp.asize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengtht.<Il native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biologi.cal diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

I support protections and recovery plans for wOlves and wolf habitat in Mt_ Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barel)r begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living eruit of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

· land-y . ~ 

(:_~Cn_, ~~ Wl!'>"D . 
Penionalize your letter below. . 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovezy'plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! ' 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state E!.t'e on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical steP in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 

chains. 

Thank you for working for greater.biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands. 

Peraonellze your letter below: 

To: ODFW ComissionCrs ,,,.,., ,,,_t __ ,_ "-"' 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt Hood National 
Forest[ 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begUn. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Casoades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
hftve seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Penwnalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Co.missioners 

Fr7i};"rr:e/address/phone number) 

c&2!!!t1fS 
I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the· eastern part of the state are on the rebou'nd, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barCly begUn. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, a.lmost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolv'es like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urgC you to build on the succe~s that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and ptotections for riparian areas to- strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PerGOnalize yoUl' Jetter b<!low: 

To: ODFW Comission6:rs 
From: (N3m.e/ad~~ss/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begUD.. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, a.lmost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon, l urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, a1'ld adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less a:reas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank ypu for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lan.ds. 

Personalize youc letter below: 

;~ 



To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bari:ly begun. AS you k.now, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and 0~-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success tha,t we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphiisize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
cha.ins. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Penionellui your lcit.ter below: 

To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on1 the rebou"nd, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood'National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishlng healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans foi- Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
Chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biologlcal diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Persoll.llliZe your letter below: 



·To!--ODFW-ComissionCrs 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensute successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper:into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem healt4 on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
·om: (Name/address/phone number) 

. '~ . ' . 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barCly begun. AS you lmow, there 
are 77 lrn.own wolves in the state, eJmost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and.OR-25 venture deeper intO the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt, Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protection$ for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasi.ze 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~your Jette .. below: 

~ alrrJ~~) 
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To: ODFW Cornissioners 
From: {Name/aqdress/phonenl,lmber) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known Wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by OpFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 v~nture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical !:itep in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt m'anagement plans fOr Mt. Hood that emphasize 
incr~asing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for gre'ater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your lette .. beluw: 

~~ l~ 



~---.,..?' (.£?.'!- ·;;::,/tY: 

I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'elybeiun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades,. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in e.stablishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . . 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health On our public 
lands. 

~your ktter below: 

v ')iJ 0~.0'-? 

To: ODFW Comiseioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find s~itable habitat. 

Wolf recoyery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy· 
popula;tions of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so fai, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasin'g road-less. areas and protectioµe for riparian areas·to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity arid ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
Froµi: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon, I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Peroona)4e your letter below: 

( 

To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From; (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of th.eir historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living e8.st of the Cascades. Strong 
actic'>n by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood. National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 end OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find s~itable habitat. 

Wblfrecovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step :hi establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to huild on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fol- Mt Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
Fro_rp: (N e/ dress/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and ~dopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasizi:< 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 

~'::.~e/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf. habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in t}le state, almost all of them living e!lSt of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood, National Forest as wolves like 
OR-{ and OR~25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find s1;1itable habitat. 

WolfrecoVery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

• 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recov~ry plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their hlstorical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as Wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on· the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for worldng for greater biological diversify and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Ptln1analh:e yaur letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissionets 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery· in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fo~ Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas:to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands, 

Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nam~/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is' a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank.you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Penwnalize your letoocr below: 

To: ODFW Comission~rtJ 
From: (Nrune/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
thtoughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
actlon by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is ~ critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PersonaliM. your letter belnw: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovecy plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores~[ 

While wo1f populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical rang'l in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood NatioiUu Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wo1f reccivery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, Wld adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Peremmliu your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections aiid recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti ' 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolv.es in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong
action by ODFW can:ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture de~per into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is~.P. critic~ step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing i-oad-less areas and protections for ripclrian areaS to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personaliu yoUI" letter below: 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves 'and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest!· 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolVes like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the C~cades to fini,;l suitable habitat. 

Wolf recov~rY in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
I?.ave seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains, 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. · 

Personalize your Jette.- b"low: 
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I ~llpport protections and recovery plans fot wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical rang~ in OR has barely begun, As you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 end OR~·2!5 venture deeper into the Casciides to find Sl,litable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood Natj_onal Forest is a critical· step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Otegon. I urge you-to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and ·protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chain~: 

Thank you for working for greater biological c;tiversity and ecosystQll health on our public 
lands. 

Penonlllizt! your letteJ" b<llnw: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 

I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovefy 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health qn pur public 
lands. 

PeraonnlizA:I your letter below: 

To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I suµport protections and reco'vecy plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern pa.rt of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost ell of them living eB.st of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR~25 venture ,deeper into. the Cascades to find sUitable habitat. 

Woll recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon sp far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personallre your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, a,]most all of them living east Qf the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the succCss thaJ we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . . 

,-.,// ~ 72
ank u for working for grea.· ter biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range, in OR has barely }Jegun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 known Wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 0.1\d OR-25 venturel deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in :fylt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and a4opt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less ateas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt, Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state aie on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical_ step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon, I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt manageme~t plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for ripariar.l areas to strengthen native fuod 
chains .. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diver~ity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

P<lraonallZ<! your letter below; 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As You know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in-establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, ana adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your lette.- below; 
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To: ODFW Comissioners ' 
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I support protections and' recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While ·wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood Natiotlal Forest as woh'·es like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

·Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt managr;ment plans for Mt, Hood that emphasize 
increasinfi: road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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Penonllllze your letter below: 

To; ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat 1n Mt. Hood National 
Fore St! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throug,hout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known VJOlves in tlfe state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODF-W can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood .National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater bio1ogic_a1 diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below; 
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To: ODFW Conrissioners 
From: (Nrune/address/phone number'/ .efJ{ai!) 
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I support protections and recovery.plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the reboun:d, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, 1here 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishil1g healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the :;iuccess that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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Pernonali:r.e your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone numbeij .ePJra ii) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to fmd sliitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves thr9ughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seeh in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners · 
From: (Name/address/phone number/ .ePl<.a)/) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest I 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun, As you know; there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in ~lit. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank '[/to fi working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
· lands. (\ ·1 
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Personalize your letter be!Ow: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbe)I .eJi1(a.i!) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Fore~tl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has b~ely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find !?_Uitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest.is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and eeosystem health on our public 
lands . 
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Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numberj .e/ikail) 
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I support protections and recovery- plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state ere on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
ere 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Bood National Forest is a critical step :iii establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areai;i to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for work:ll1g for greater biological diversity and ec.osystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number/ e11t.a.if) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of thr:m living east of the Cascades. Strong
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like' 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to fmd suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populatiolls of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery. 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun.· As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure. successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populatipns of wolves throug4out the Oregon, I urge you to build on the success that we 
have i;ieen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
ch.ains. 

Thank you for wo:rking for greater biological diversity and ecosysteu1 health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbe?' -e//l(t.o'!) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmowi there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, ahnost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper itito the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our i;iublic 
· lands. ,.,,,.,.,J . , .. ---. 
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Persunallze your le6"'trelow: 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastero part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
ar"e 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living e!lst of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step h;i- establishing healthy 
populatio11s of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for worldng for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbe9 .eJA<aj/) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their hiStorical range in OR has barely begun, As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure sucCessful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper' into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on ~he success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas tQ strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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I sµpport protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong' 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to fmd suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery- in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank Y,9~ for;;yorking for ip:9ater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

·lands.(\/' fl , 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and woH habitat in Mt. Hood Natj.onal 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf' recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them livbig east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure auccesaful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolv(es like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Ca.5cades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological cliversi:t;y and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comiss.ioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the atatc arc oq the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has batjtly begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living e'ilet of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can en8Ul"C succeaaful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critiCal step, in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road~less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
Chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Plmlon"1ir.e your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recoveiy plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While woH populations in the eastern part of the state arc on the rebound, wolf recovery . 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living eaat of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succesaful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR~ 7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Caacades to find suitable habitat. · 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road~lesa areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological div~ty and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

P1:nlonallm y<IUJ" 1ctb::i: be1aw: 
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To: OI)FW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of th!"ir historical range in OR has bmly begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolvCa in the state, almost all of them living cut of the Cascades. Strong 
ac:tion by ODFW can ensure succeaaful rccovmy in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves. like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Caacadea to find sW.table habitat. 

WoH recovecy in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgeyou to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, end adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian a.reB.s to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

P=ionallz.e your letter bekno: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in ML Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are o:o the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
"Populations of wolves throughout the Oregon, I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strenglhen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands. 

Per~onalize your letter below: 
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To: bDFW Comiss.ioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protection&! and recovery plane for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the ea.stem part of the state arc on the rebound, wolf recov:ery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succeaaful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest aa wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fol- Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less ~as and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. -

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pi:rreonalil!e your letter bel<rw: 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf popiµaticms in the eastern part of the state are on the :rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown waives in the state, almost all of them living east of the CasCades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successfW. recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolv.es like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critiCal step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughou,t the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengt:hen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lends. 

~yourltitWbelow: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state arc on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throtighout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 anti OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Orelil;on so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasiu 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areaa to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and eciosyetem health on our public 
lands. 

Peraonalil!l!I your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/addresa/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · ' 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the atate are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the st.ate, almost all of them living ea&t of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succeaaful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Caacadea to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest ia a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolvea throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have eeen in Oregon ao far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that erhphasize 
increasing.road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diverai:ty and ecosystet'n health on our public 
lands. 

Peraou8llze your letter below: 

~~/ 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
ar~ 77 known wolves in the state, almost a1i of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hoocl. National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find stiitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing ro~d-less areas and protectio:p.s for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands. 

Personalize your letwr below: 



To: ODFW Comissionera 
From: (r.ff1D1e/addreas/phone number) 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolvea and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

Wh1lc wolf populations in the ea.Stem part of the state are on the rebound, wolf rec:overy 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, aJmost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure aucceuful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Caacadea to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood Nation;u Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the OregOn. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem h,ealth on our public 
lands. · 

Peraon~ your letter below:: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number} 
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I support protections and recovery plans frir wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout tl\e whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the etat.e, aJmoet all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure aucceuful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cucadea to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-le88 areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. , 

Thank you for working for greater biological div~ty and eJ.syst.em health on our public 
lands. 

~ yuur letter below:: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves end wolf habitat in Mt. Hood Natlop.al 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow; there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them. livllig east of the cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure aucceRSful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovexy in Mt. Hood National Fores·t is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphaaize 
increasing road-less areas and protections fqr riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diverai:cy and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pmlonalirie your lcttr:r below: 

To: ODFW Com.isaiotJ.ers 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recoveiy plans for wolves end wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While woH populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
6JTC 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living cast ofthe Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can msurc succeaaful recovecy in Mt. H~ National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR~2? venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riperie.n areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

. ' 
Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~your letter bcJmv: 
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'l'o: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood Natiop.al 
Forest\ 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in thb state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recoveiy in Mt. Hood Nitional Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is~ critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urge you to build on the success j:hat we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~ yuur 1.,tter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nrune/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 end OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades. to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in. Mt. Hood National Forest is ~ critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. 1 urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thaµk you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalir.e your 1"tter below: 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolfrecoVery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you kno-w, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascade5. strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery.in Mt, Hood National Foresi: aS wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I ur!ie you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
' lands. r ' 
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P.,rooll elize your letter below; 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
:;::;o From: (Name/address/phone numberj .eJ.11.aJ'/) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR.-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ebosystem health: on our public 

lands. . n 
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Person · yo r letter below: 



' To: ODFW Comissioners 
) From: (Name/address/phone numbe)f .ZMt.ail) 
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) Support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebOlJnd, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun, As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of ihe Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery-in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
O~-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urie you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road~less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
Chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Corru'..ssioners 
From:. (Name/address/phone numbe?' .e;m.a 1l) 
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I support protections and re_covery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW Ciiffi ensure successful recovery-in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find Suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. _I urfie you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian area,s to strengthen native food 
chains. ' 

~w!!:g fo; g;eate; biological divernity and ecosystem health on our public 

1{;;~-



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numberi -ePJcaif) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the statt:, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery-in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing heaj.thy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urie you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for worldng for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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Personalize your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
fl2 From: {Name/address/pholle numberj -efflai/) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
a.Te 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery.in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to fmd suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urie you to build on the success tllat we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood fuat emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for worldng for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
!::> From: (Name/address/phone numbe9 -ZPH.a.il) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely beguri.. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery.in Mt Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to fmd suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and :adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

. Thank you for working for ~7ter biololjical diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

· lands. /,1 ,
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Personalize y/ur letter beill,w: / 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From; (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf'habitat in Mt .. Hood National 

Forest\ 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
thi-oughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
actio:(l by ODFW can ensure succeSsful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. · 

Personalize your letter befow; 
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To: ODFW' Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovecy plans for Wolves and wolf habitat_in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebo-U:Ud, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in O~ has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recoveiy in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~your 1"tter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for -wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
popUlati.ons of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to:build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . . 

Thank you for worki,ng for great.er biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pm'flolllllize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioncra 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them. living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. -the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. HO(_>d that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native f()od 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~your letter below: 
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To: ODFV/ Comissioncirs 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I supporl protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their histori.cal range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost ell of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing l'"Oad-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native f()od 
chains. · . . 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
.lands. 

PenKmalize your lett6 below: 
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To: ODFW Com.issionCrs 
From: (Name/ address/phone number} 
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I support protections and recovery plans for-wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you knoW, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successfUl recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our pubhc 
lands. 

Pttaonalli:e yuur letttt below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (l'.fame/addreSs/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wol,f habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wblf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has ba'rcly begun. Ai. you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hooj:f National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, e,nd adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian ares.a to strengthen native food 
chains. · · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery- plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern pait of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barCly begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them. living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succesaful recovery in Mt Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the s·uccess that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengtheµ native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Penonalize ynlll' letttt below: 
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I support protections and recovery -plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 arid OR-2? venture deeper into" the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to'build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Peraonallze jnlll' letter bclcw: 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf population& in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, a,lmost all of them living east ofthe Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical st.ep in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for gr-eater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands, 

Penlcm.aJko your letter below: 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are oh the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat, 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon, I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone nu.riibe9 -e/!iia/I) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, 3.lmost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venlllre deeper into fue Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge· you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for wo~king for greate;r biological di sity .. and ecosystem health on our pubiic 

· lands. ,// 
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Personallze your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
F'orestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, a.lmost all of them living east ofthe Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to :find stiitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thai'lk you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. ' 

~~yourletter below. 
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To: ODFW Comissionern 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in !-4t. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastetn part of the state are on the rebound, woli recovery 
throughout the whole of their his.'tnrical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state:, almost all of them living east of the Cascad;es. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to :find suitable habitat. 

Wolfrecove:ry in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populat:ioq.s of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Com.issionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can f:nsure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find ~table habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. I-Iood National Forest is a critical step iri. establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increash1g road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · . =:. yf) for "/Jking for grea1;er biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. HoOd National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bareljr begun. AS you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east ofthe Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are OJ+ the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughoJ.lt the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 knqwn wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFVI can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cruicades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in. Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Otegon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native fDod 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wplf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begi.m. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native fDod 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 ven,ture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas· to strengthen native fDod 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working far greater biological diversity and ecOsystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the C~scade&. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succes~ recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living Cli&t of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure rmccessful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to :find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fOr Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areru:! to strengthen native food 
chains. ' · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecp,system health on our public 
lands. ' 
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I support protections and recovecy plans for-wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eaatern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure sucCessful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 end OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical st.ep in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/addres~/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has beiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living e~t ofthe Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovezy in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR~7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you ta puild on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so fa;, and adopt management plans far Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian are~ to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working far greater biological diversity and ecbsystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their histnrical range in OR has baiely begnn. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissiontrs 
FryrtI9 (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wrllf populations in the eastern part of the state are ort the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bai,ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wQlves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into' the Cascades to find s*itable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in_.Mt.--J.ln~National Forest is a critical step iii establishing healthy · 
populations pf"" wolves thr ughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen iii Oregon so , and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 

eas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe~ native foo? 

Thank fou fo.(working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat iI;i. Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the e~tem part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

land•, I 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
through.out the whole of their historical range in OR has barCly begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas, to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecbsystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves ahd wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strohg 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthr,n native food 
chains. · · 

Th~..lou for worldng fi~r great ;;?' diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in. the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
hav~ seen in Oregon so far, end adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road··less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Tua:nk you for working for greater biological diversity and eQosystem. health on our public 
· lands, -~- ____ ' 
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To: ODFW Co.missioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections end recovery plans for -wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native fnod 
chains. · · 

· lands. 
Thank::eou o , working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 kn,.own wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and. OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolfrecc'>very in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregbn so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native fnod 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and echsystem health on our public 
lands. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While Wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the reboU:O.d, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 kriown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper·· into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you far working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

To: ODFVI Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are oil the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find sllitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, ~d adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. · 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun, AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succes5*-tl recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
· lands. f" 1 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nrune/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bafely begUn. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living e9.st of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find sUitablo habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank yi>u for working for gr-eater biological diversity end ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar"ely begUn. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood Nation$]. Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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I support protection~, and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the east.em part of the state are oii the rebou'nd, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east.of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODI<"W can ensure successful recovery in Mt Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step iti establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar"ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. A /.I 
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To: ODFW Com.iSsioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While waif populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughciut the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action~' ODFW can ensure succes~ recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
popUlations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 

have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Nrune/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! ' 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar"ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest l'tS wolves like 
OR-7 end OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suit.able habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank lands. you far war_ 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest\ 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar~y begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
acticin by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find s-Uitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovecy plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the Success f:ha\: we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areaS to strength~~ native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for world.ng for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the ~astern part of the state are o:q. the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR hes barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step iil establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Ore~on so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for world.ng for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

c;;if~~B~~~; S'vOWi2JtV·rcc 



To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 

:l'loll: e1149tt'thg5icbtl(2n7 
I support protections and recovecy plans for wolves end wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

WNie wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has harCly begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of th el Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hriod National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build oh the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe:µ native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Peraonalli:e your 1ettm" below: 

c~,f_ . j{j; _r(! b cuYiu / 
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To: ODFW Comissiollers 
From: (Nam,e/address/phone number) 

&i.11 : 1m rn o:cf 1-Ll ~ O:i 1 o o · c 0 rn 

I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar"ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in th~ state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 end OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to .build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plan& !Or Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and eCosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PeraonaJ.be your letter bttlow: 

JO,f/L, nciA-d ta.· 6:g1;n work.ir(J 
to(' th,e_ bfJ.:st Jnl~rt.sf 5 d f/, · 
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To: ODFW Co.missioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 

l'l•ll: "'')"""" cr,.,,-W<'.:\i~~=~'-C--~ _..._.,,... ...... 

I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebou'.nd, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east o( the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PeraonalWe your letter below:. 

~~~\A_~\_ 

To: ODF'W Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 

f.n·ll: Tvcp ::-r11, ,3 c if' °CJ~" ;1. 1/0~. 

I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wOlf populations in t:h.e eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bardy begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them. living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful reCOVCIY in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture.peeper into. the Ca.sea.des to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fOr Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

TJiank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pereonalla:e your letter ht.lDw: 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 

e. 

·M~n· ~r=v/V~t:A,-t;__,G-'- -er :-........::... ) ) 

I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in, Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the easrern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action. by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Ro.rest as wo~ves lice 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades ta find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparltin areas to strengthe~ native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working fo:r greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Penionelbe your letter below: 

~ 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number} 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forestt 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wo)f recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has beiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest a.a wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into' the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recoverjr in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasip_g road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe;i. native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for work.ing for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~your letter below: 

tv<p1/t,J 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/ address/phone number) 

·:itl!l --------
I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the east.em part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, a.Im.est all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood N1.1tional Forest as wqlves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build ori the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hoqd that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe~ native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pmtlonalbe yuur ;~ belJJw: 

y;~/1--

tl'lall: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/addreSs/phone number) 

.lO:Z79af'1/td 
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I i.>Upport protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While woli populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost a,11 of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 wid OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suit.able habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Qregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~nallze your letter below: 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

~\!'Av !JI~ 
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I support protections and recoveiy plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on ¢.e rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them Jiving east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recoveiy in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 Venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plane for Mt. Iiood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Peraonali# your lei.tel: below; 

/l/d~r;~ 
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I support protections and recoveiy plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Caacades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity end ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Penl:malize your letter helow: 

/d'-~·. 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

No\u" \Z.;0+ IVO 
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! olL1! '"~ OIL ~')Jill 

'.Moll: -------

I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern. part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the CS.scad.es. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working filr eater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our pubhc 
lands. 

--..,.~k_,_a J;vv l~ ~ 

To: ODFW Comissiontrs 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for-wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are oi1 the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to .find suit.able habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen ip. Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and e6osystem health on our public 
lands. 

Peteonali7.e yuur letter below:-~~ 



~.n: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

{£;t!:2~~} 
KAN ui;Rt>,fr\cs€ co01C/ISL f06T 

I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastem part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bateJy begun. A.S you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to :find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urgt: you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that eritphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem hel'1th on our public 
lands. 

Peraonalhlie yaur letter below: 
~--
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/Phone number) 
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I support protections and recove:ty plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 
' ' ' 

While w?1f populations in the eastern part of the state are oh the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR bas baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east ofthe Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure sµ.ccessful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper intO the Cascades to find suit.able habit.at. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populat:i,ons of wolveS throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Per!loru!li2f! your letter below: 

/J,J;._,o ~'""\:? 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, woli recovery 
throughout the whole of their hl,storical range in OR has barely begun. AS you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National For.est as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt managmnent plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthtjl µative fOod 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem h~alth on our public 
lands. 

Pereon.i:diai your letter below: 

~ 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

fu.ioll: -------

I support protections and recovery plans for "wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 kn.own wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades t.o find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt, Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of Wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank ybu for working for greater biological diversity and eCosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pllrsoruillze your letter below: 

~r~~~'j~··· 



To: ODFW Coi:nissioners 
From; (Name/address/phone number) 

:·7f)ri1 - S:;JLJ) .CH,.,, 

'.Moll:--------

I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolv~s in the state, almost all of them living east ofthe Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suit.able habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for rlparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working_for great.er biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~your letter l>elow: 

Wi7l~ 
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To: ODFW Cornissioners 
From: (Nfffie/address/ hone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
]ands. 

PersanBlli'.e yaur letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize y<mr letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From; {Nrune/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on- the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success. that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas_ to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personallzc your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the· rebound, W?1f recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Io'orest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build. on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater, biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Persom1lize your letU-,r below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From'. (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper-into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

ThanJ.i;. you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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I support protectioris and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery' 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost ell of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National F.orest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon, I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' . · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Peroonall1ie your :k.tter below: 

To: ODFW Comissionera 
From: (Name/adqress/phone number) 
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I sufiport protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 knOWn wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . , 

Thank you for- working for greftter biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter belovr. 
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To: ODFW ComisSioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern_ part of the state are on the rebou.nd, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bately begun. AS you know, fuere 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the sucqess that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe~ native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem heal.th on our public 
lands. 

PeTsonalizt! yow: letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are .on the rebou.nd, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bately begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by· ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. · 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

' Pefsonali7.e your lettei- bclovr. 



'fa: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for-wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical.range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 

·OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to str_engthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below; 

To: ODFW CornissionCrs 
From: (Name/addl·e~.§./phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole ofthitir historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living e@-St of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and oR-25 venture deeper into" the Cascades to find s~itable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step h;i. establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands. 

Personaliie your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state. are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state,- a,lmost all of them living east -of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succes~ recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon, I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to ·strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comlssioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in ~he eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar"ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find Bl:litable habitat. 

W.olf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populatlqns of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for Working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Per~ yaur lotter below; 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/addr~ss/phone _nt1mb.ir) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat iri Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populatioris in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout 1he whole of their historical range in OR has barely begup_. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
.action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into i:he C8;Scades to fmd suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughoUt the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your lelter below; 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, ther.e 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODF'W can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in r-.1t. Hood National Forest is a critical step in'establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increa!';ling road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thartk you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

f'ersonalize your letter below; 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part o~ the state are on the rebound, wolf recov:ery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state; almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Str?J.lK 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitabie habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood Nation.al Forest is a critical step ill establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphaisize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to sb:engthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize ynur letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Natne/adQress/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood-National Forest as wolves like 
OR-'7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat, 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so fat, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
Fro"~; (Nar;Jejaddress/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolfhabi.tat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. · 

Personallze your letter belmv: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest] 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can enslU'e successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Tha..Ik you for woddng for grcale_r biolv&.ical clivcrfilty- und ecOsystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personallze your letter below; 



To: ODFW Comlssioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and woH habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the cas~ part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful rccovczy in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper-into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the _success that we 
have seen in_ Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biologicai diversity and ecosy&tem health on our public 
lands. 

~ulli.e your Itrtter bclow: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections end recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can _ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR~ 7 and OR~25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National FOrest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves througJ;iout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon ~o far, ~d adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native..:fuod 
chains. ·-· · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lei1ds. 

Pe1:!!0Ila1iz<l your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Casce_des. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Ce_scades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to Strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for ·working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personelizc your letter belDw; 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ ~tdress/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

Whiie wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR~7 and OR-25 vtlnture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road~less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity- and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. · 

Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
FromrJ.Narpe/addre.ss/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recov.ery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper.into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the succe;as that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for great~r biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. . 

Permmaliza your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole qf their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 kp.own wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans f0r Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing roU.d-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank yoµ for working for greater biological diversify and ecosystem health on .our public 
lands. · 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nanle/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian ai-eas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below; 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost 8n of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure s-µccessful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-Iiess areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Peniona1lre your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number} 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bately begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable' habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves through.out the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less axeas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

i!,":,,"~you for:Jiworking for .,,eater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

VVhile wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you ~mow, there 
are 77 lotown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
cha:fils. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter b~low: 
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To: ODFW Comission1~s 
From: (Name/addres~/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living efl.St of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hoodi National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recl'.rvery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urge you to build on the success j:hat we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working fcir greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lando. 

Perso~ your lctte~ below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and ,recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest I 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughput the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state; almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure success~! recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper jnto the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below. 
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To: ODFW Conrissioners 
From: (Nfilne/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the ~astern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. A~ you know, there 
are 77 known wolves.in the state, almost~ of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into' the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt, Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofWolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far-, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater bioloiµcal diversity and eqosystem health on our public 
lands. )( ~JZGJ/L~ 
Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans forwolves and wolf habitat in Mt. HOod National 
Forest! 

While wolf popillations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the .state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can_ensure successful recovery in Mt, Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into" the Cascades to. find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood Naticinal 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole bf their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, ahnost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action l;Jy ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 vep_ture deeper into the Cascades to :find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon, I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas arid protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
- lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-lCss areas and protections for riparian areas to strengtflen native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/addreSs/phone number) 
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I i:;upport protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood N atlonal 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Caacades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf r:ecovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge ;You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adapt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
irtcreasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengfuen native fuod 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbe-rj .£f1f.a.il) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW i::an ensure successful recovery.in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urie you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
landS. 
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I support protections and reoovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wcilf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
througl+out the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolv~s ifi the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recOvery-in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find Suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in 1,U. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urie you tO build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

. Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and 6R-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitaPle habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in esta.bli?ili.ing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood fuat effiphasize 
increasing road-less areas and prcitections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you fur working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands, 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the ea.stem part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succes5ful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 V1IDture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

· lands. .£/. 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovecy plans for-wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you lmow, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cas~ades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build oq the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe:µ native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf popl1lations in the eastern part of the state are OJ.'!. the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
,action by ODFW c~ ensure Successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

w'·olf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans.fa~ Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and e<:osystem health on our public 
lands. I 
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Personall:re your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
Frnm~ame/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, al.most all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the ~uccess that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe~ native foo9-
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public;: 
lands. 

Penlonaliu yaur lt:ttei: be.law: 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern pa.rt of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into- the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt man"agement plans for Mt, Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PersO~ your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phoil_e number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on. the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, alm.ost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Fotest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Ca&eades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pe~ your letter below: 

~~· 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolfpopuiatlons in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ertsure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to :find suitable habitat. 

Wdlfrecovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is~ critical step in establishing healthy 
populatio1'ls of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe:r- native food 
chains. . . 

Thank you for Working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pe~ruifu:I:! your letter belaw. 



To: ODFW Comission.C:rs 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for-wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is~ critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on th:e succes& that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversit;y and ecosystem health on our public 

lands. 

Pmsonalim }'tJUf letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you Im.ow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
popUlatio:hs of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in bregon so far, wid adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian. areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

6
. 

Thank you fi~r wor 0~ r greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public_ 
· lands. <". ~,-- _, .. , 
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To: ODFW Comissioners · 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest] 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strohg 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recavery in Mt. Hood.National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable h~bitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that en1phasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystc:q:i health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbe:ij ep4a1l) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As Y?U know, there 
are 77 known 1.volves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recavery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urie you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing ro{ld-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands .. 1 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone numberj -ePJf.a ii) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical.range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery-in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR~25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urie you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen n~tive food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

71,,,,,Jw,., f1k1 ~/?A iJ ~-~ 'l//''1lj'' 
Personalize your ).,tter bclow: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From:.{Name/address/phOne numbe1 .efflai/) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

'While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
a.re 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery.in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to fmd suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of Wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

'71~__!J, ~~ '/ /l,; 11)'/l_,_/ 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wi:ilves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the st.ate are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt Hood that emphasize 
increasing road~less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PersonBlbe your letter below: 

Jdri / CJ 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habit.at in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR~25 venture deeper into the Cascades to fin.d suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Tu .. ,.,~,.,~.\. •\r bio\ogi' 
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diversity and ecosystem health on our public 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery·in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establislHng healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I uric you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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Perso; 

To: ODFW Cpmissioners 
Froin: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and iecovecy plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest\ 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and QR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find sui'table habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oreg On. I urge :You to build on the success· that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity i;µid eco·system health on our public 
lands. 

~ ....... /{ec=-,,~~ 
~ yqur Jetter below: 



I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely beglln. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Ho~d that emphasize 

· increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecos~tem health on our public 
· lands. 

~ .. ~.~~L~?--~-~ 
Pel'SOlliiiu your letter below; 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fore&tl 

V/h:ile wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun.. As you know, there 
ai"e 77 known waives in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR·25 venture deeper into the CBBC8des to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon sb far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
iiicreasing road·less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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· To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I 5Upport protections and recovery plans for wOlves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovety 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves.in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolve>!I like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge }'ou to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 1 

if!OC? 
P.,1·sorui,lize your letter belaw: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovety plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the e!'lstern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
actipn by ODFW can ensure successful reCovery in Mt. Hood National Forest' as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to :find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throu(¥lout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

• ' ~':;'8k.:u foJw dcing ffr teate;ological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! ' 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascade&. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recoveey in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biologlcal diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

.lands. ~ 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure sujXCssful recoverjr in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and 6R-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recove\ry in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge :You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for ·Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working ford biological diversity and e.cosystem health on our public 

lands. G:~~f:¥ _ --[j- ~ & _ 
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Personalize your letter bi;!ow: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From': (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wOlves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you kriow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the C$cades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon ao far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversify and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 knoWn wolves·in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery ll:i Mt. Hood National Forest as 'wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 Venture deeper into the CB.$Cades to find sui:table habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt managenient plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you_ for wo~·-- for greater biological diversify and eco.system health on our public 

lands. ~· . / _7,~ ~ -.... ~ ,·/' -
v··--· _,, ~~ 

Personalize your letter bell • ' 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wOlves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebout1d, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovezy in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to :find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical stei> in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our pu bile 
lands.-
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/rhone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest I 

Mille wolf populations in the ea.stem pa.rt of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
tl-j.roughout the whole of their histo-rical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them: living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wair recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical steP in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen itl Oregon so far, ancl adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wOlves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you k;now, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find sUitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical stet> in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the s~ccess that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem heal"Ql on our public 
lands. 

•. J}JlVX' l~rr.~,?L yovetter~ 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/ phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 

_ action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recover'y in Mt. Hood National F'orest is a critical step in ~stablisbing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge )rou to bUild on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for worldng for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~· .L :,.. y<i"Jt,ie.-}r~._. 

Per*'nalli:e your lc1.W below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historlcal range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by bDFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves' like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the succeSs that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank yau for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nrune/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest\ 

Mille wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 knoWn wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture d"eeper into the Ca.sea.des to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National. Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
·From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, el.most all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succesSful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. · 

<~""h'lk vv1 
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To: ODFW Comissiqners 
From: (Nrune/address/phone number) 
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1 support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
. Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery~ Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. 1 urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road~less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and eco~ystem health on our public 

· lands. ;t-
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To: ODFW Co.missioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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. I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood tfational 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of th~ Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem htialth on our public 
'lands. 

Pt:rsol\11,lize yQur letter below. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in tile eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the s~te, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ObFW can ensure subcessful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge You to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains, 

I 
Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize yOur letter below; 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, w9lf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almqst all of them living east ofthe Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successrui recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on bur public 
lands. 

Persoruillze yaur letblr below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step iJ1, establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that eniphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diver~ty and ec~system health on our public 
lands. 

PerBOD9.lize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar"ely begun. AB you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, a,lmost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Per!IOillillze your lettn' bcolnw: 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living eBst of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical st.ep in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans foi- Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road~less areas and protections for riparian are~ to strengthen native food 
chains. · . . 

Thank.you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter bi:low: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the ea.stem part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. A~ you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hopd National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt, Hood Nation~l Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Pef'll)nalize your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
Frolt}:_{N~e/adgre~s(phone number) 
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I support protec;tions and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fore~tl 

While wqlf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar"ely begun, AS you know, there 
are 77 knqwn wolves in the state, almost all of thCm living east of the Ca.scad.es. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success j:hat we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ec.osystem health on our public 
lands. · 

Pflrsonalize your letter belQw: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historicaj. range in OR has barely begUn, AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, a,lmost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat; 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe~ native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Penionalt.u your letter below: 

To: ODFW Co.missioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar"ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. ifood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populatihns of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health On our public 
lands. 

Personalize ynur letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbe9-efJf.o.il) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can- ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to fmd suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e yqu to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health On our public 
lands. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fOr Mt. Hood that empha.size 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbe? .ePlla.il) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong· 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 

·have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. .-----._ 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in tPe state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to ·build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fOr Mt, Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. A:.s you know-, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong· 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urie you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that eritphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbe-9' .ef1f.a.i°/) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound; wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has ba.iely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throu_ghout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for gi'eater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

~) "¥'1aJi:'_!J. letter below: 0 -·-PerllOnaliz" your 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbeij-el1i.a.i/) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. f):ood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forrst as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves· throughout the Oregon, I urg'e you to build on 1he success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversit}r and ecosystem health on our public 

· lands. , / 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
Vb From: (Name/address/phone numbe:9-e11ta.i/) 
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I support protections a:nd recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all ofthetn living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find sUitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to 'build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for Working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

7 5r'±< .. !:;<fo-1.,;~ a.c~f.a_-· 
Personalize your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nrune/ address/phone number/ .e/IJ<.a. ii) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure suc'cessful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and-adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections fcir riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biologiCal diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

,_,,;r±, ~C' , 71 ' ~' '? -~ ,~"-.J 
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Personalize your le~ : 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
/1Z. From: (Name/address/phone number/ -t:Plf.ail) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood_ National Forest is a critical step ill establishing healthy 
populations of wol

1
ves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 

have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt, Hood that emphasize 
Jncre~_sing road-less areas and .protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands, A ("); 
'5~~ . .,,/lui~ ;(',::Jc/ I , rl',1- tlllfrv, 

Peroonaliz.e your letter .;Jow: ) / \ . /J _7 



To: ODFW C.Omissioners 
Fn~m: (Name/ad;tress/phone number) 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. H6od National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong· 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 Bnd OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and f,ldopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. ' 

Personalize your Jetter below: 
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To; ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the.eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whok: of their hlstqrical range in OR has barely begun. As you kn Ow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and qR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

\Volfrecovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
in.creasing road-less areas and protections for ripariall areas. to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem healfu on our public 

lands. 

PersonalW: your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recover}r plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood ~ational 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recbvery 
throughout the whole of their historical rang~ in OR has barely begun. As you lrnow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong· 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt.. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades.to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthCn native food 
chains, 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosys~m health on our public 
lands, 1 

P1;!rsonalizo your letter below: 
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' To: ObFW Comissiop.ers ) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestl 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolve)'l in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood. National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon $O far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbe?' ePJrail) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hobq National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 

· are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves througho-Ut the Oregon. I urge· you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health On our public 

;~':_11~4iA~-,yLi:{;~f Uc,A,-ri1-'--/ 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone numbe;J .eJtJ(a ii) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populatiorts in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong· 
action by ODFW can (lnsure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to ·build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increas~ng road-less area,s and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands, /; J/,1 /J ./ .. 
. G-11' = :-·-- /// ~. /I 
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To: ODFW Cornissioners 
';< From: (Name/address/phonenumhe9'-ef11.11.i/) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest I 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for workin~ for greater biolqpical diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
· lands. , //.' ~~· ,.,, . --~~/Ar::::~~/~ 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
~ From: (Name/a(idress/phonenumbe9 .eflf.11. '() 
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I support protections and recovery plWls for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on·the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on llie success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management pl?fis for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less aril:~~ and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. .-- -. 

Thankyn 
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To: ODFW Coruissioners 
t:l Fro~_.; (Name/address/phone numberj-et11.ai/) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step ill establishing healtl1.y 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 

chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

· lands. g '2,t" ~· (/ 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone numbe9 ./?PJ(_ail) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, abnost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deep_er into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urg'e you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and eqosystem hea11h on our public 
· lands. ;:J '? 
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Person.fu2 your letter b '~ 



I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen ni;;i.tive food 
chains. , . 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. ' 

Personalir.e your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissionets 
From: (Name/address/pho'ne n'umber) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on ;the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole df their historical range in OR has barely begun, AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, a,Imost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by (JDFW r-an ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood N~tional Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populatio'ns of wolves throllghout the Oregon. I urgC you to bhild on the success that we 
have seeri in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize yoUr letter below: 



'I'o: ODFW ComissionCrS 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! · 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebouµ.d, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begUn. AS you know, there 
are 77 Im.own wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt, Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protectionS for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health Oil. our public 
lands. 

PenlOnallze your letter below: 

Wall: -------

I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wblf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
thrQughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hoo~ National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step ip. establishing healthy 
populations of wolves thr~ughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

P=!lonelize your letter MloW: 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 

'To"'~ J "'-~"--~ 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you knovir, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood Nati01lal Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success th~t we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian sreas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Penonalize yoUr lettB below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioncrs 
.From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protel[tions and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are Oil the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barflly begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
aption by ODFw c~ ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood. National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habit.at. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so fsr, and adopt management plans fOr Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less area:s and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native fnod 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem. health on our public 
lands. 

~ yoUr letter below: 

~(i ~'v~ 



To: ODFW Comissioners 

~om.: (N. runc/.address/ph.one number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strerigthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity end ecosystem he8.1th on our public 
lands. 

Personalhe your letttff below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nrune/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves ln the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong. 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fur. Mt Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas,to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for gi-eater biological diversity and ecOsystem health_ on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

I 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
Frorn: {Name/address/phone number) 
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1 support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in ML Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves Hke 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to :find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' 

Thank you for worl<:ing for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letblr below: 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest] 

While wolf populations in the Castern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout thv whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 knpwn wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW ~~ ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood ,National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of w'olves throughout the Orego:p. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize yimr letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf tecovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to fmd suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
haVe seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for'riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for workin. g for greater biologicalc'Ver-.si)§d ecosystem .health on our public 
lands. ~"- ,- _ _ ?r 
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Personalize your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest\ 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has ber'ely begun. AS you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 anr,I OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
popttlations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fat Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe~ native food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecbsystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: jName/address/ph7ne ~~~r} 
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I support protections end recovep- plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of tqe Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Fores.t as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper intO the Cascades to find suitable p.abitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build 011 the success thl:!.t we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas end protections for riparian areas to. strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands. 

Perl!OllSlize your letter below: 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and: recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest\ , 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living eE;lSt ofthe Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find sq.itable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian area$ to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. ' 

Personali7.l'l your letter below: 



To: ODFW Co.missioners 
From: (Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections end recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wol.f recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, elmost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper intO the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success f:hat we 
have seen in Oregon so.far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank you for working for greatbr biological diversity and ecosystem health on our publi{( 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below; 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I stlpport protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find stj.itable habitat. 

Wolf _recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so fill', and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversit;y and eC:'osystem health on our public 
lands. 

PersonsliZl'l your letter bekJw; 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range 'in OR has barely begUn. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper intO the Cascades to :find suitable ~abitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the succ'.ess that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank You for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personelbti your letter belQw: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 

'i~i~= 
I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habi.tat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

'Wh.Qe wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture fieeper .into the Cascades to ltnd suitable habitat, 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step ht establishing healthy 
populations of wo'lves throughout the Oregon. I urge yOu to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen µative food 
chains. · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and edosystem health on our public 
lands, 

Pen1onalize Your Ietmr bi:lmv: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost ell of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW" can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon.so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thank you for' working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

To: ODFVl Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! ' 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. As you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
.action tJr ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the C8!1cades to find suitable habitat. 

WolfrecOvery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step iri establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughoUt the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans .for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections fcir riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. 

Thaqk you for working for greater biological diversity and eCosystem health on our public 
lands. 

PersoD.allze your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
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· I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolv·es like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into' the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to streilgthen native food 
chains. . , 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem }\.ealth on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! ' 

While wolf popµlations ·m the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
thtaughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bartilly begun. AS you lmow, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure sµccessful recovery in Mt. Hood National Fbrest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step u; establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and ado(>t management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank you for working for greater biologi_cal diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personali2e :vour Jette>: below: ~~ 
') ·c:?/ . 
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To: ODFW ComisSioners 
From: (Name/address/phone nuinber) 
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I sui:)port protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood Natio.nal 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begUn. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fur Mt Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . . 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize yt:iur letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
_ _E!bm: (Name/a~~ess/p~one number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar"ely begun. AS you lmow, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
actiOn by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian area~ to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
l~s. · 

i> r ,~ l ii~-::.~~ I {c 'fl.:-'" __ ___, .. ,.U _, ______ .. , 
Peraoi;wfule your letter below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/ address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barcly begun, AS you know; there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves througho'lit the Oregon. l urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains, ' ' 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalb:e your letter below: 

To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {Natne/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovecy 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 Im.own wolves in the state, almost all of them· living e~t of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood', National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolvc!s throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success j:hat we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. , · 

Thank you fur working fur greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your lettel' below: 



To: ODFW Comissioners 
F om: {Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastem part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure _successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below: 

To: QDFW Comissioners 
From: {Name/addrCss/phone number) 
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I support protections ~d recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades, Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian area~ to strengthen native food 
chains. · · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 

Personalize your letter below:: 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forostl 

While wolf populations in the east.em part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, aJmost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road~less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthe:q native food 
chams. g , · 
Thank you for working rifr gr ater biological diversify and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissiol).Crs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and, OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical st.cp in establishing healthy 
populatiOns of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. ' · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecOsystem health on our public 
lands. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habit.at. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and Protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank you for working for greater biological divers.if¥ and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known W<llves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood. National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into' the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so· far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

· lands/\ WM ~ 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state_ are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barCly begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon 80 far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . . 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands, 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole Of their historical range in OR has baiely begUJl. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Woll recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon 80 far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for worldng for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Nwne/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begu,n. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living ea.st of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succes~ recovery in Mt. Hood National Fore't as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suit.able habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success th.B..t we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Th. ank you for 7~kin7eater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissionci:rs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find sUitable habitat. 

Wolf recqvery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas_ to strengthen native food 
chains. · . · 

Thank ypu for working for grea_!Sr-hial ·cal diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands. -------------------
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 

Fores ti 

While wolf populations in the ea.stem part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar'ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and.adopt management plans for Mt. Hood thE).-t emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . . 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversit;y and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR,-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native fnod 
challis. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and etjlsystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovecy plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barcly begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovciy in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable ha.bit.at. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urge you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · 

·or greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Co.missioners 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populf.ttions in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bsiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades ta find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregan. I urge you ta build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian area.S to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and CC!f!system health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Naine/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for Wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the st.ate are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barely begun. AS you know, thete 
ere 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 

lands. ) ) ,., 
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I support protections and recovery- plans for wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find sW.ta.ble habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing r"oad-less areaS and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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To: ODFW Comissioners 
From: {N8.1Ue/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovecy plans for-wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has barcly begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cat!icades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure success~ recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. l urge you to build on the success :that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

Thank you for working for greater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
lands. 
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To: ODFW ComissionCrs 
From: (Name/address/phone number) 
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I support protections and recovery plans for 'wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forest! ' 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has bar"ely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 known wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure successful recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into. the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations of wolves throughout the Oregon. I urgC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans fof Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. · · 

· lands. ; 
Thank~· ~or workin for greater biological diversity end ecbsystem health on our public 
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I support protections and recovery plans for ·wolves and wolf habitat in Mt. Hood National 
Forestt 

While wolf populations in the eastern part of the state are on the rebound, wolf recovery 
throughout the whole of their historical range in OR has baiely begun. AS you know, there 
are 77 lmown wolves in the state, almost all of them living east of the Cascades. Strong 
action by ODFW can ensure succcs$J. recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest as wolves like 
OR-7 and OR-25 venture deeper into the Cascades to find suitable habitat. 

Wolf recovery in Mt. Hood National Forest is a critical step in establishing healthy 
populations ofwolves throughout the Oregon, I l.U"gC you to build on the success that we 
have seen in Oregon so far, and adopt management plans for Mt. Hood that emphasize 
increasing road-less areas and protections for riparian areas to strengthen native food 
chains. . . 

Thank you for w.or~g fo7eater biological diversity and ecosystem health on our public 
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